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Why a Framework for Long-Term Athlete Development?
Long-Term Athlete Development originated as an initiative of the Canadian Federal Government. The Canadian framework describes
seven stages of Long-Term Athlete Development: a training, competition and recovery program based on developmental age, rather
than chronological age. The age distinction has been made to recognize the differences in developmental potential of our youth and to
optimize the potential to match ideal training activities to that of personal growth and development. The chronological age parameters
used in this document are intended to act as a guideline. An asset to the sport of sailing is the wide range of ages for competition and
recreational sailing/cruising participation.
The LTAD arises in part from the declining international performances of Canadian athletes. It also responds to the decline in participation
in recreational sport and physical activity.
The Athlete Framework:
Is based on the physical, mental, emotional and cognitive development of children and adolescents;
Ensures competency in fundamental motor skills, upon which excellence can be built;
Ensures that optimal training, competition and recovery programs are available to athletes, during their career;
Provides an optimal competition structure for the various stages of athlete development;
Impacts on the entire sport continuum, including participants, parents, coaches, schools and all ranges of sport organizations;
Integrates elite sports, community sports and recreational sports;
Is made in Canada, recognizing best practices, research and data;
Supports the four goals of the Canadian Sport Policy: Enhanced Participation, Excellence, Capacity and Interaction and;
Promotes a healthy, physically literate nation, where literacy is measured by competency in fundamental motor and sport skills.
As a National Sport Organization, the Canadian Yachting Association (CYA) has developed an LTAD framework which applies the overall
concept to the specificities of the sport of sailing. The CYA ‘s framework which is presented represents a general approach, supported
by extensive technical literature. This document is intended to act as an introduction to the sport of sailing, regardless of the age of the
prospective sailor. Once an individual has determined their general positioning on the pathway, CYA instructors, coaches and members
are more able to assist an individual in their development with this sport.
Similar to the Canadian Framework, the CYA’s LTAD pathway begins with the recognition of the basic requirements for a person to develop
at an early stage in life. This guide to sailor development does not focus on specifics within the first few years of a child’s development,
but acknowledges that basic physical activity benefits everyone, regardless of their ultimate sport involvement.
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Stages of Long-Term Development for Athletes in General
Compiled using content within “An Outline of LTAD,” pages 8-11 of Canadian Sport for Life - LTAD Resource Paper (see References)

Active Start

FUNdamentals

Learning to
Train

Training to
Train

Males &
Females 0-6

Males 6-9
Females 6-8

Male 9-12
Females 8-11

Fitness and
movement skills
development as a
FUN part of daily
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movement skills and
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develop speed
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and strength
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development
and consolidate
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sports focusing on Select two
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particular
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balance, coordination,
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Males 12-16
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Training to
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Training to
Win

Active for
Life

Age varies
depending on sport
Males 16-23+/Females 15-21+/-

Ages are sport
specific based
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Males 19+/Females 18+/-
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activity and
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Introduction
This document is a guide for the development of sailors and is to be used by coaches, parents, and
athletes. It is a ‘road map’ for the path of a sailor from a learn-to-sail stage to elite racing and competition.
Currently, sail training in Canada is undergoing a transition. This document encompasses the sail-training
system as it exists currently, as well as the evolution of new sailor-development systems. This framework should
not be considered a rigid path, but a guideline for the development of competitive and recreational sailors.
The Long Term Athlete Development Model for Sailing correlates to the Strategic Plan of the Canadian
Yachting Association. The Strategic Plan has identified four Pursuits:
1. Participation
To have a significant portion of Canadians enjoy and support sailing and boating activities.
2. Excellence
To win Olympic and Paralympic medals and have athletes consistently achieve top 16 results at
World and other International Championships.
3. Capacity
To have a strong and efficient organization developing and supporting quality sailing and boating
related activities.
4. Interaction
To have strong and active collaboration and communication among partners.
These four pursuits are all geared towards a common vision:

“To make sailing and recreational boating
lifelong activities for Canadians through excellence in competition and training.”
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SAILING FOR GOLD

SAILING FOR LIFE

Sailing for Gold - Sailing for Life is the CYA’s Framework for Long Term Sailor Development. It is designed to
assist parents and coaches in providing the appropriate training, competition and recovery programs for athletes.
This guide particularly emphasizes the importance of early development and of strengthening the overall
‘physical literacy’ of young sailors through regular physical activity and participation in a variety of sports.
The Sailing Pathway covers five stages of development. Sailors develop through each stage of the
pathway at different rates.
Young sailors in the initial stages, are encouraged to be involved in a variety of sports and the training
focuses on the proper development of basic skills and techniques.
Through each stage, the emphasis is on building a love for the sport of sailing among athletes, and
encouraging the development of athletes to their full potential.
Training, where possible, should be individualized and geared toward the specific needs of the sailor.
The ‘preferred boats’ referred to in each stage are determined by National Youth / Senior National,
Olympic, & Paralympic Teams criteria. Such criteria is subject to change should ISAF &/or IFDS
revise the Youth World, Olympic &/or Paralympic classes.
The competitive stream can be initiated at any age - as young as 6 years old to well into
adulthood.
Not all the athletes who begin the initial stages will develop into the competitive stream, but the
Canadian Sailing System offers opportunity to remain active in the sport in other ways through
Competitive and Recreational Sailing, Coaching, Officiating, or Volunteering.

Athletes with a Disability
Through each stage of the Sailing Pathway, athletes with a disability are included. Any ages provided in the
charts on the following pages represent a recommended age range based on non-disabled youth entry.
Sailors with a disability may pass through each stage at different ages and at different speeds. Some
disabilities may affect muscle mass and aerobic capacity in athletes, therefore athletes with a disability
should be carefully monitored for evidence of fatigue, and rest and recovery time should be adjusted as
needed. For all athletes, sport can play an important role in developing self-concept and self-esteem.
Sport programs should consider the mental, cognitive, and emotional development of athletes, including
those with a disability, in addition to physical development.

Photo: Jeremy Ashley
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Sailor Development Pathway
Start

Stay and Sail

Succeed

Sailor & Coach Activities

Sailor & Coach Activities

Sailor & Coach Activities

Trains in a Class
Coaches start to Specialize
Impact in Early Childhood Education
Coach Focus is new skills
Nutrition in curriculum
Equipment specific to physical size

Trains in a Group
Coach Team
Consistent Coaching
Multi-year relationships start
Coach Focus is technique & Racing Skills
Fitness programming
Equipment consistent with Development
Classes

Training Group Expands
Training Group Internationalizes
Team includes Elite Coach
Coaching Relationships to 10 years
Mentor program part of advisory
Technique refinement
Class & Venue specificity
Incorporate PET & Fitness services
Laser & Radial Class Training Groups
Prioritization of resources for all other
classes

Sailing Programs
Wet Feet
Learn to:
Sail Race Windsurf
Powerboat Cruise
Accessible Sailing
Navigation & Safety
Women in Sailing

Delivery
Clubs
Schools
Camps
PSAs
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Sailing Programs
Racing:
Dinghy Keelboat Board
Offshore
Coach Development
Officials Development
Volunteer Recruitment & Development
Accessible Sailing
Collegiate Sailing

Sailing Programs
High Performance
Canada Games
Elite Racing
Olympic
Paralympic

Delivery

Delivery

Clubs
PSAs
Regional Sport Centre
Class Associations
CYA

Clubs
PSAs
National Sport Centre
CYA
Other Partner Nations

START - Introduction to sailing
Children - are introduced to sailing through Learn to Sail programs at their local club, camps and
schools. Usually through a “day camp” setting they are exposed to the basics of sailing through a variety
of games and activities.
Adults - participate in Learn to Sail programs with specific instruction, usually in a program with evening
sessions.
Sailors with a disability - are introduced to the sport through individualized, direct instruction in adapted
Learn to Sail programs.
At this stage, the focus is on having fun and becoming comfortable with the basics – balance, propulsion
and direction. Coaches at this stage ensure a positive and non-threatening environment to allow the
sailors to develop a love for the sport. As the emphasis is on participation, this links to the first pursuit of
the strategic plan of the CYA.

STAY AND SAIL
As sailors develop, they enter Learn to Race and Competitive Race programs or sail recreationally
and remain active for life. Sailors will further develop their skills by refining their light and moderate air
manoeuvres and developing advanced heavy air boat handling. Sailors will begin to learn the techniques
for competition, but will continue to be involved in a variety of other sports. Sailors who are not interested
in the competitive side of the sport are provided the opportunity to use their background knowledge
by moving into Coaching, Volunteering or becoming an Official (Race Management, etc.). Collegiate
sailing programs are also available for those sailors who are in a University program. While participation
is still encouraged at this stage, strong and active collaboration among the partners in the boating
community is also emphasized, along with the promotion of strong organizations devoted to developing
and supporting sailing and boating. Therefore, the third and fourth pursuits of the CYA (Interaction and
Capacity) are linked to this phase.

SUCCEED
As sailors move through the levels, some will choose to participate in high performance and elite racing stages.
At this level, athletes will perfect and refine their boat handling, along with the techniques for speed and
competition. The focus for this athlete will be on competing and performing to his/her maximum potential.
At this stage:
Able bodied athletes focus on Canada Games programs and International campaigns.
Paralympic pursuits focus on North American campaigns, then International campaigns.
This phase directly links to the second pursuit of the CYA, promoting excellence in sailing.

www.sailing.ca
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SAILING FOR GOLD

SAILING FOR LIFE
Volunteering

Coaching/Instructing
Recreational Sailing/Cruising
Elite Race: After Train to Compete
Elite
HP Race: After Train to Train
Comp Race
Learn to Race
Learn to Sail
Water Awareness
and Swimming
Active Start

FUNdamentals

Learn to
Train

Train to
Train

Train to
Compete

Train to
Win

Competitive Stream
5-15 years of development
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Active
Life
for Life

FUNdamentals Stage – Learn to Sail
Currently referred to as Wet Feet, CYA Pram, CYA WS I, II, III ; includes part of the CYA Bronze Sail curriculum

Key Objectives

General Characteristics

- Fun and participation
- Develop basic physical skills

- Develop basic physical skills and swimming techniques
- Consolidate mastery of the three basic elements of sailing:
balance, direction and propulsion
- Introduction to aerobic endurance
- Fundamentals of rigging, boat preparation and care of equipment
- Develop water safety habits
- Learn while having fun
- Develop communication between crew members
- Fair play principles and basic rules
- Boat Handling: basic light and moderate air manoeuvres

Support
- Delivered by sailing clubs,
sailing schools, and camps
- Supported by clubs

Preferred Boats
- Optimist - for sailors 55 kg
or less
- Boats as supplied by club/
school
- Double handed: 420
- Any keelboat available under
supervision
- Adapted non-Paralympic boats

Level of Competition
Preparation events:
Sailing School and Inter-School
regattas
Cooperation tasks are
emphasized versus competition
Performance events: None
Youth Entry Recommended
Age Range: 5-12 years old

Coaches Should:
- Use a variety of methods of age appropriate instruction, on-land
sailboat racing-oriented games/activities, sport demonstrations, etc.
- Demonstrate proper technique
- Provide structured and unstructured time, always observant of
safety
- Create opportunities for sailors to have fun in small groups
- Develop self-esteem and self-confidence
- Encourage sailors to be involved in other sports and activities
at this stage
- Demonstrate disability awareness and adaptations when
addressing persons with a disability

Program Duration
Preferably 2-weeks continuous introduction; if desired, a second session of 1-2 weeks in the season or two 2-week stages (25 hours/week)
50-200 hours/year

www.sailing.ca
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Learn to Train Stage - Learn to Race
Currently covers parts of the CYA Bronze Sail and CYA Silver Sail curriculum

Key Objectives

General Characteristics

- Fun and participation:
Introduction to racing
- Improve sailing techniques and
learn to race

- Delivered by clubs offering
“Learn to Race” programs
- Supported by clubs, club race
teams, regional race teams

- Develop advanced light, moderate and heavy air sailing techniques
- Introduce sailing competition techniques e.g. starting, basic
racing tactics, organization
- Advanced rigging, boat preparation and boat toning
- Enhance basic physical skills
- Develop strength, using only the sailor’s body weight
- Introduce basic rules and sport ethics
- Introduce performance factors: warm-up, stretching techniques,
hydration and nutrition, sun protection
- Develop aerobic and general muscular endurance

Preferred Boats

Coaches Should:

- Optimist, Laser 4.7, Laser Radial,
420, Keelboats, Formula Board
with daggerboard; Funboard
- Supplied by participant or club’s
sailing school
- Adapted non-Paralympic boats

- Execute training and assessments according to CYA Learn to
Race Core Curriculum and Checklists
- Use a variety of methods of age-appropriate instruction, on-land
racing-oriented activities and sport demonstrations
- Demonstrate proper technique
- Assist athletes with choice of class based on physical
characteristics and level of development

Support

Level of Competition
Preparation events: club races,
local interclub racing, Provincial
games
Performance Events:
Provincial or regional age group
championships/one design
championships

Pre-requisites
12 •
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Those who have completed Learn
to Sail

Support Groups Should:
- Communicate positively
- Foster teamwork and communication skills
- Encourage sailors to be involved in some sports and activities at
this stage

Program Duration
Preferably an 8-week stage or two 4-week stages
over 2 seasons (25 hours/week)
200-300 hours/year
Full year sailing and fitness programs are reasonable

Train to Train Stage - Competitive Race
Key Objectives

General Characteristics

- Honing racing skills

- Train with Group
- Consistent coaching
- Focus on acquisition of techniques and general physical
condition, not racing results
- Advanced development of boat speed techniques and
race tactics
- High level, indpendent boat and equipment rigging and
care
- Enhance physical condition
- Beginning age 16: introduce muscle development to
foster full and balanced general development
- Generally 60% of time devoted to training, 40% to
racing
specific training
- Introduction to mental imaging and concentration
techniques
- Expand upon performance factors: warm-up, stretching
techniques, hydration and nutrition, sun protection
- Refine aerobic and general muscular endurance
- Develop habit of identifying short-term objectives and
encourage development of long-term objectives
- Simple periodization

Support
- Delivered by clubs with a racing team,
regional group race teams
- Provincial sailing teams, regional race
teams, youth teams

Preferred Boats
- Optimist (15 years and under), Laser 4.7,
Laser Radial, Laser, 420, 29er, multi-hull
dinghy, Formula Board with daggerboard,
RS:X 8.5 Board, one design and offshore
keel, adapted non-Paralympic and
Paralympic boats

Level of Competition
Preparation Events: Club races, PSA
events, Provincial championships, Regional
Class Series
Performance Events: Canadian
Youth Championships, Canadian Open
Championships, Regional and National
Championships, Class National and North
American Championships

Pre-requisites
Those who have completed Learn to Race
and have mastered solo class manoeuvres in
light, moderate and heavy air
Youth development progression age is
typically 17 and under

Program Duration
350-500 hours/year
On-Water Training with Group: 2-6 sessions per week
in season; 1-3 training camps 5+ days each in off-season
Dry-Land Training with Consultant: 3-4 physical
conditioning sessions per week off-season; 1 session/
month sailing theory (rules, tactics, strategy, etc.)
in off-season
Pre-event preparation & Competition

www.sailing.ca
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Train to Compete Stage - High Performance Race
Key Objectives

General Characteristics

- Developing athlete for high
performance

- Gradually developing skills and attitudes required to excel in
high-level sailing
- Train in expanded Group
- Coaching consistency
- Perfect sailing techniques and consolidate racing techniques
- At age 17-19: Accentuated need to enhance physical condition
as sailor continues to mature both from an overall general point
of view and a sailing specific aspect; Reflective of the class of
‘boat’ raced, physical training will become gradually focused to
the specific needs required over the course of this stage;
However, it should be recognized that a sound general physical
capability should be maintained even as the need for increased
specificity in training arises
- Generally 50% of time devoted to training, 50% to competition
specific training
- Emphasize optimum preparation for competition
- Develop the following performance factors: warm-up, cool down,
stretching techniques, hydration, nutrition, recovery, regeneration
mental preparation and periodization, competition drills
- Technical and physical training and mental preparation programs
are personalized
- Double periodization
- Enhance aerobic and general muscular endurance and flexibility
- Refine and perfect techniques for speed and competition

Support
- Delivered by Canadian Sailing
Team training group
- Supported by Development
teams, clubs, PSAs, training
camps and training sessions

Preferred Boats
- Laser, Laser Radial, 470, 49er,
2.4m, RS:X 8.5 Board (youth &
women), RS:X 9.5 (men), multi-hull
dinghy, one design and offshore
keel
- Paralympic and non-Paralympic
adapted classes

Level of Competition
Preparation Events: Club racing,
Canadian Championships, Worlds
in Olympic classes, ISAF World
Cup Events
Performance Events: ISAF Youth
Worlds, North American Class
Championships, Olympic Class
NQR, PanAmerican Games, World
Class Championships

Pre-requisites
14 •
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Individuals who have completed
‘Competitive Race’ stage

Program Duration
400-550 hours/year
On-Water Training with Group: 4-6 sessions per week in
extended season; 1-3 training camps 5+ days each in off-season
Dry-Land Training with Consultant: 3-5 physical conditioning
sessions per week off season; 1 session/month sailing theory
(rules, tactics, strategy, etc.) in off-season
Pre-Event Preparation & Competition

Train to Win Stage - Elite Race
Key Objectives

General Characteristics

- Raise athlete to highest
possible level of
performance while
observing sports rules of
ethics

- High intensity high volume training in International group
- Consistent coaching
- Automate skills and attitudes required to excel in high-level sailing
- Enhance muscle qualities and energy paths specific to position
and class
- Perfect sailing and competition techniques
- Personal physical preparation and mental preparation program
- Perfect techniques for speed and competition
- Incorporate periods of rest to prevent physical and mental burnout
- Progressively change training/competition ratio to 25% of
time devoted to training and 75% to competition (includes
competition specific training)
- Enhance the following performance factors: warm-up, cool down,
stretching techniques, hydration, nutrition, recovery, regeneration,
mental preparation and periodization, competition skills
- Multiple periodization

Support
- Delivered by Canadian
Sailing Team training group
- Supported by Canadian
Sailing Team, Olympic and
Pan American Teams, clubs,
PSAs, sport centres,
training camps and
training sessions

Preferred Boats
- Olympic classes, Pan
American classes,
Paralympic classes,
International Offshore
classes

Program Duration

Pre-requisites

Level of Competition

Athletes of any age
who have completed
‘High Performance Race’
stage and show potential
to excel internationally

Preparation Events:
Canadian Class Championships, NQR, Pan American Games,
ISAF grade 1, 2, and 3 events, Non-Olympic/Paralympic and nonParalympic class one-design championships
Performance Events:
Olympic Class World Championships, Olympics, Paralympics,
International off-shore events, other high profile races

400-550 hours/year on-land and on-water training sessions;
multiple sessions per day may be part of program depending
on training phase
Pre-event preparations and Competitions are year-round

www.sailing.ca
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Active for Life
At any stage in an athletes’ career, the Canadian Yachting Association seeks to keep sailors involved in the
sport for life. All sailors do not have a common goal. Some enter this stage from the competitive stream,
while others may never have been competitive sailors and just enjoy the recreational and fitness aspects
of this sport. Athletes in this stage are valuable to the sport to increase awareness that sailing is for all ages
and levels, to act as coaches and officials and to be volunteers. Sailors in this stage should be recognized as
athletes and as leaders and resources for our sport. It is important to have programs and support systems
to keep the sailor involved and active in the sport, in another capacity. Listed below are a few examples of
how to get involved beyond racing:
Note that the Sailing for Gold - Sailing for Life framework allows Recreational sailors to enter or
re-enter the competitive stream.

Recreational Sailors and Cruisers
Active recreational sailors and cruisers are essential in the development of the appreciation for sailing as a
lifelong sport, and the promotion of the benefits of sailing. Recreational participation in sailing is available
to all ages and to all levels of ability. Membership at local sailing and yacht clubs enables individuals to
participate in sailing activities at leisure or in an organized capacity while the cottage sailor and cruiser
can enjoy the propulsion of the wind at their freedom.
For information on how to become involved in recreational sailing/cruising contact your local club or PSA.

Instructors/Coaches
Instructors/coaches have an extremely important role in the development of athletes. They provide valuable
support, direction and motivation to athletes. At the introductory stage in a sailor’s development, instructors/
coaches encourage a positive atmosphere that is non-threatening. These sailors are encouraged to
participate and develop fundamental skills through community sport or recreation programs run by the
PSA. In further stages, coaches provide feedback on appropriate technique and assist with selection of
boat class. Coaches also help to identify a sailor’s potential to assist him/her in decision making and in
making appropriate choices for further development.
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For additional information on how to get involved in coaching and local opportunities in your area, speak
to your PSA or the CYA.

Officials
Regatta officials play a key role in the promotion, organization and management of sailboat racing
in Canada. Volunteers involved with Race Management, Judging, Umpiring and Measuring are
encouraged to follow the CYA certification program in place to increase skill level, practical
experience and knowledge. Many graduates of the CYA National Race Official program have
succeeded to become well respected and recognized volunteers at the national and international levels.
For more information on becoming an official in Canada, contact your PSA or the CYA.

Volunteers
Volunteers have an extremely important role in the development of athletes. Volunteers are needed in
the following capacity:
Committee members for CYA and PSA committees
Member of the Board of Directors of your local club
Junior Sailing Director or committee member
Member of the Board of Directors of your PSA or the CYA
Assist with race management
Assist with Accessible Sailing programs for persons with a disability
For information on how to become a volunteer, contact your local club, PSA or the CYA.

Other career opportunities are available:
Work in media: written, broadcasting, video, etc.
Work in sport administration: club, regional, provincial, national and international
Work in the industry: research and development, sales, marketing, etc.
Complete education

www.sailing.ca
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Definitions
Athlete a person who is trained or skilled in exercises, sports, or games requiring physical strength,
agility, or stamina. All sailing participants.
Chronological Age number of years and days elapsed since birth.
Development the interrelationship between growth and maturation in relation to the passage of time.
It includes the social, emotional, intellectual, and motor realms of the child.

Developmental age the degree of physical, mental, cognitive, and emotional maturity.
Growth observable step-by-step changes in quantity and measurable changes in body size such as
height, weight, and fat percentage.

IFDS International Federation for Disabled Sailing.
ISAF International Sailing Federation.
Maturation qualitative system changes, both structural and functional, in the body’s progress toward maturity.
NQR National Qualifier Regatta.
Periodization A system for sequencing training components into sessions, days and weeks. Periodization
connects the development of the athlete to the requirements of the stage. It is a planning tool, providing
the framework to arrange training to bring optimal improvements in performance.

Multiple Periodization Includes the principles of periodization, with frequent breaks for recovery and
regeneration.

PET Performance Enhancement Team.
Physical Literacy competency in movement and sports skills.
PSA Provincial Sailing Association.
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